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ABSTRACT
This work considers evaluating in situ triggers using reconstruction error. Our experiments use data from the Nyx and Cloverleaf
simulation codes, and focus on two key topics. The first topic aims
to increase understanding of total reconstruction error, both with
respect to the impact of adding more time slices and with respect
to the variation from different time slice selections. The second
topic evaluates performance for two current approaches: entropybased triggers and evenly spaced time slices. Finally, we use these
study components to construct a benchmarking system that enables
visualization scientists to reason about triggers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Triggers are an increasingly important approach for enabling in
situ processing. The idea behind triggers is to have an inspection
routine that studies the current state of a simulation and decides
whether or not to “fire.” If a trigger does fire, then this cues additional action: visualization, analysis, or saving data to permanent
storage (“dump”). If a trigger does not fire, then no further action is
taken. The trigger-based paradigm provides potential opportunities
for both cost savings and increased insight.
With respect to cost savings, triggers can minimize total execution time if the inspection routine executes quickly and is able to
save on unneeded heavyweight visualization/analysis/dump tasks.
For example, consider the scenario where a simulation runs for
1000 cycles, a trigger inspection routine takes 0.01s, and a visualization/analysis/dump routine takes 10s. In a non-trigger-based
approach, visualization/analysis would occur at regular intervals,
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for example every 100 cycles. In this case, the overhead for visualization/analysis would be 100s (10 executions × 10s). On the
other hand, if a trigger-based approach fires only seven times, then
the overhead for visualization/analysis/dump would be 80s (1000
inspection routines × 0.01s + 7 executions × 10s). Further, these
savings can be improved if the inspection routines are applied less
often (e.g., every other cycle), if the fire rate decreases, or if the
gap between inspection and visualization/analysis/dump routines
widen.
With respect to increased insight, the main idea is that triggers
can be used to perform visualization/analysis/dump at the most
important cycles. Revisiting the previous example, it may be that
the most interesting phenomenon occurs between cycles 520 and
580. A non-trigger approach that executes visualization/analysis
every 100 cycles would execute at cycles 500 and 600, potentially
missing key insights. A trigger-based approach, however, has the
potential to capture the phenomenon. If the trigger fired seven
times, then the simulation may be best conveyed by (for example)
cycles 0, 250, 520, 550, 580, 750, and 999. However, it is harder to
measure the increase in insight. This contrasts with the cost savings
analysis, which could be placed into formulas that enabled direct
comparisons. One mechanism for measuring insight is to incorporate perspectives from domain scientists. That said, while their
perspectives are clearly paramount, relying on domain scientists
to evaluate which time slices are most important would lead to
domain-specific answers, could be somewhat subjective (in particular varying from domain scientist to domain scientist), and user
studies can be quite time consuming. Instead, we feel that there
is value in considering this question from a quantitative perspective and in a domain-agnostic manner. This belief is the first key
premise (of two) that underlies our research.
Explicitly, our driving question is: “if a trigger can fire for K time
slices, then which K should it choose?” With this work, our guiding
principle to answer this question is: “the best K time slices are the
ones that best reconstruct the remaining time slices.” This guiding
principle is the second key premise that underlies our research.
From the perspective of this guiding principle, we consider how
to calculate these time slices and evaluate error. We then use this
method to explore reconstruction error, both from the perspective
of how more time slices improve reconstruction error and from
the perspective of how error varies across different selections of
time slices. We conclude the paper by evaluating how a current
trigger approach (entropy) compares to choices that minimize reconstruction error. In all, while we feel the results of our study are
quite interesting, we feel the greatest utility from our efforts are
in providing a benchmarking system that can evolve to consider
more data sets, reconstruction methods, error metrics, and trigger
techniques. This benchmark system, developed as part of this study,
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is available as open source software and is described in an appendix
as part of ISAV’s reproducibility initiative.

2

RELATED WORK

As several existing works survey in situ processing, and identify
challenges with the approach [4, 6, 7, 16], this section focuses
on research directly related to triggers and time slice selection.
Specifically, the first two subsections are on triggers, and organized into two categories: domain-specific triggers and domainagnostic triggers. These subsections serve to document the increasing prevalance of triggers for enabling in situ processing, and also
— when possible — discuss how these works evaluated their trigger
technology. The final subsection is on time slice selection outside
of the trigger context.

2.1

Domain-Specific Triggers

There have been a number of recent works that have developed
domain-specific triggers. Bennett et al. [5] developed a domainspecific trigger that detects ignition during combustion simulations.
A premise of their work was that a large change in value indicated
ignition, which eliminated the need for accuracy metrics. This work
was continued by Salloum et al. [17] whom proposed an additional
method to detect sudden heat release, and subsequently increasing
the robustness of the trigger.
Liu et al. [14] developed a sea level anomaly (SLA)-based trigger that uses ocean satellite altimeter data to detect eddies. They
compared their resulting eddy tracking with existing eddy tracking techniques. Sun et al. [18] built upon this work with a hybrid
approach that utilizes both the physical and geometric properties
of eddies to produce more accurate results over time compared to
previous approaches.
Ullrich et al. [20] developed TempestExtremes, a framework for
analyzing climate data sets that uses a number of climate-specific
triggers, so as to support a wide-array of detection schemes for climate data. This work focused on frameworks, and did not consider
evaluation of trigger efficacy. Zhao et al. [22] also uses climatespecific triggers in order to detect tropical storms within climate
simulations. Similar to the work by Bennett and Salloum, the authors designed their triggers using domain knowledge, and did not
make evaluating its efficacy a focal point of their study.

2.2

Domain-Agnostic Triggers

Ling et al. [13] developed a machine-learning trigger that detects
and then saves local changes in the data by comparing local data to
non-local data as well as previous time steps. This work established
the relevance of machine learning in this space, but did not focus
on evaluating the accuracy of the results.
Aditya et al. [1] proposed a method for detecting anomalies in
distributed data. They evaluated their work using the “local outlier
method” (LOF). A method like this could be incorporated into our
benchmarking system in the future.
A number of works have found success using statistical methods
as a trigger. Wendelberger et al. [21] applied change detection
methods to images as a general approach to summarizing data,
identifying important variables, selecting informative time steps
and detecting events in the simulation. Banesh et al. [3] also used
change point detection to detect events, to guide researchers to
areas of interest, or to narrow a data set for further analysis. In both
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cases, the works proposed a method and demonstrated it on realworld data sets, but did not provide a framework for evaluating their
selections. Finally, Myers et al. [15] made use of statistical methods
to find time steps of global and local importance, respectively. They
compare their technique to saving at regular intervals.

2.3

Time Slice Selection

Zhou and Chiang [23] considered the problem of automating storyboards for users, i.e., finding the best time slices to display to users.
That said, our approaches for evaluating reconstruction error and
tractable computation are similar to theirs. Dynamic time warping (DTW) [19] incorporates an information-theoretic approach
to find salient time slices. Finally, recent machine learning-based
approaches have also considered keyframe selection, as well as reconstructing from those time slices [9, 10]. For each of these works,
our goals are different in that we are focused on in situ triggers and
on establishing a benchmark suite.

3

METHOD OVERVIEW

This section described our method, and is broken into three parts.
Section 3.1 formalizes a method for calculating reconstruction error. Section 3.2 then describes an algorithm for finding the time
slices that minimize this reconstruction error. Finally, Section 3.3
describes the workflow that we used to calculate our results. This
workflow depends on the reconstruction error from Section 3.1
and incorporates the algorithm for minimizing this error from Section 3.2.

3.1

Evaluating Reconstruction Error

While there are many ways to reconstruct temporal data and evaluate error, we consider a straightforward method with this work. In
particular, although triggers are useful for visualization, analysis,
and dumps, our evaluation focuses strictly on dumps. We assume
that K time slices are saved, and then reconstruct values at the
remaining time slices via linear interpolation. We then calculate the
error as the difference between our reconstruction and the original
field.
Formally, for a position x and a time t, let F (x, t) be the original
field from a simulation and let F ′ (x, t) be our reconstructed field.
Further, let T1 , T2 , ... TK be the times for the cycles where the trigger
fired, causing these time slices to be saved to disk. For a specific
time t ⋆ and location x ⋆ , we calculate F ′ (x ⋆ , t ⋆ ) by first finding
the i such that Ti ≤ t ⋆ and t ⋆ ≤ Ti+1 , i.e., the two time slices
surrounding t ⋆ . We assume the trigger always fires for the first
and last cycle of the simulation, so such an i always exists. Then
we define F ′ as:
F ′ (x ⋆ , t ⋆ ) = F (x,Ti ) +

t ⋆ − Ti
× (F (x,Ti+1 ) − F (x,Ti ))
Ti+1 − Ti

and we define the total error as:
∫ ∫
Error =
|F (x, t) − F ′ (x, t)|
t

x

In practice, the error is calculated for every mesh position and
every time — if a mesh has P points and there are N time slices,
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N Õ
P
Õ

|F (x i , t j ) − F ′ (x i , t j )|

j=1 i=1

3.2

Tractable Computation of Optimal Time
Slices

We refer to the K time slices that minimize reconstruction error.
as “optimal” time slices. Locating the optimal time slices is nontrivial, as the set of possible choices is quite large. In general, if
there are N cycles in the simulation and the goal is to choose K

time slices, then the number of choices is N
K , i.e., “N choose K,”
!
which is K !(NN−K
)! . For N = 200 and K = 10, the number of choices
is over 22 quadrillion.
Our first approach for improving computation time is to consider
fewer cycles. Specifically, we consider only cycles that are multiples

of 5 or 10. Revisiting the previous 200
only
10 example, considering

multiples of 10 reduces the number of combinations to 20
,
which
10
is a much more tractable 184,756 combinations.
Our second approach for improving computation time is to incorporate dynamic programming. Dynamic programming depends
on the ability to break a problem into simpler sub-problems where
the optimal solution to the sub-problems can be used to form the optimal solution to the original problem. These sub-problems should
then be able to decomposed again, and so on.
Optimal time slice calculation can be cast as a dynamic programming problem as follows. Let OPT(Ci , C j , K) return the optimal
solution that uses K time slices between Ci and C j . Further, let
COST(Ci , C j ) represent the reconstruction error for all time slices t,
Ci ≤ t ≤ C j , when using only Ci and C j to reconstruct t. Then, for
any Ci and C j with Ci < C j , OPT(Ci , C j , K) can be calculated as:
OPT (Ci , C j , K) = min (OPT (Ci , S, K − 1) + COST (S, C j ))
C i ≤S ≤C j

3.3

Workflow and Experiment Description

Our workflow operates as follows:
• Obtain data set at full temporal resolution.
• Run Ascent [11] to generate trigger information. This utilized
Ascent’s “replay” feature, which enabled Ascent to load data
from disk and execute trigger code as if it was doing in situ
analysis. In particular, this was used to calculate the time
slices for trigger based on change in entropy [12].
• Run Python scripts that evaluated reconstruction error (3.1)
for various time slice selections, and also calculated the optimal time slices (3.2).
For our experiments, we considered two data sets:
• Results from a Nyx [2] cosmology simulation, which produced 515 time slices on a rectilinear grid of size 69 × 69 × 69.
For this data set, we considered cycles that were multiples
of 10.
• Results from a Cloverleaf [8] hydrodynamics simulation,
which produced 200 time slices on a rectilinear grid of size
69 × 69 × 69. For this data set, we considered cycles that were
multiples of 5.

Trend of Total L1 norm error
Total L1 norm error

Error =

Total L1 norm error

then we sum the difference at P × N locations, i.e.,
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Figure 1: Reconstruction error as a function of budget for
Nyx (left) and Cloverleaf (right) using optimal time slice
choices. For example, when the budget allows for saving 20
time slices, we use the technique from Section 3.2 to calculate the 20 time slices that minimize reconstruction error,
and the Y-value for X=20 corresponds to this error. Finally,
note that the Y-axes in these two plots are very different because the error is proportional to the values in the scalar
field, and the Nyx field has much higher values.

Our experiments can be calculated on a desktop computer, and
take several hours to run. That said, our current implementation
stores all time slices in memory (1.29GB for Nyx data), potentially
limiting some computers from operating on larger data sets.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Understanding Reconstruction Error
4.1.1 How the Number of Time Slices Affects Reconstruction Error.
This section explores how reconstruction error changes as the
simulation code is able to dump more and more time slices. Clearly,
when a simulation is able to dump more time slices, these additional
time slices will reduce the total reconstruction error. That said, the
magnitude of decrease is less clear. In all, we feel this analysis
informs questions such as “how many time slices should I save?”
and ”will saving more time slices aid my analysis?”
Figure 1 plots the total reconstruction error as a function of
budget (i.e., the allotted number of time slices to save) for Nyx
and Cloverleaf. As the budget changes, the data reflects the error
incurred when choosing the optimal time slices (via the technique
described in Section 3.2). The figure shows clear diminishing returns
as the budget increases for Nyx, with the error plateauing after
15 time slices. For Cloverleaf, the effect is not as severe. Of note,
the actual time slices saved likely vary as the budget changes. For
example, if a simulation can save two time slices, then the optimal
choices may be to save cycles 115 and 260, but if it can save three
time slices, then the optimal choices may be cycles 180, 220, and
240. Further, we assume the first and last cycle are always saved, so
this example should be interpreted as saving additional time slices.
While Figure 1 shows behavior in the aggregate, it is not useful
for understanding individual behavior. Figure 2 addresses this point,
via four error histograms corresponding to four time slice budgets
with Nyx data. As the budget increases, error becomes smaller
and smaller. While this is consistent with the aggregate trend, we
feel the persistence of high error regions is interesting, as is the
widespread errors found in small budgets that become much less
frequent in higher budgets.
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Figure 2: Four histograms of error for time slice budgets of (left-to-right) 3, 5, 7, and 10 time slices for Nyx data. Each histogram
represents a range of errors, and the count for that bin is the number of cells (over all time slices and spatial location) that
- Actual
. Using relative error
have error within that range. Finally, error is calculated in a relative sense, i.e., maxReconstructed
|Reconstructed |, |Actual |
for these histograms emphasizes significant errors with small-magnitude values and de-emphasizes insignificant errors with
large-magnitude values.
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Figure 3: Histogram of errors for 5000 random selections of 5
time slices. Each bin cover a range of errors and counts how
many of the 5000 random selections had that much error.
Further, the error associated with the optimal choice (from
Section 3.2) is indicated in red, with evenly spaced time slices
in blue, and with an entropy trigger (that leads to five time
slices) in green.

4.1.2 How Reconstruction Error Varies with Choice of Time Slice.
This section explores the importance of time slice selection. In
other words, is the “best” choice much better than other choices?
Is seeking out “good” time slices worthwhile?
To provide insight into this topic, we generated 5000 random
time slice selections for Nyx data. Each of these selections had
exactly five time slices, i.e., a budget of size five. We then calculated
total error for each of the selections. Figure 3 shows the results,
plotted as a histogram. The minimum total error was 1.52e 19 , while
the maximum total error was over 6e 19 , meaning that the worst
choice was 4X worse than the best. That said, most random choices
led to errors between 2e 19 and 3e 19 , i.e., ranging from 1.33X to 2X
error.

4.2

Evaluating a Current Trigger Approach

Figure 4 shows an evaluation of entropy triggers compared to evenly
spaced time slices and the optimal selection from Section 3.2. Surprisingly, entropy has worse reconstruction error than either approach. While our benchmarking system does not illuminate the
cause, its relatively poor behavior in this setting provides additional
understanding of the trigger, and also reveals that additional research on efficacy would be useful. Of course, this finding does not
mean that entropy is not an effective trigger, as it has been shown
to capture certain phenomena well.
Further, we find the difference between evenly spaced and optimal to be noteworthy. For Nyx, the optimal selection is considerably
better, while for Cloverleaf they are the same. In fact, evenly space
outperforms “optimal” for some budgets, which reveals a limitation
in our approach — our “optimal” approach considers only cycles
that are multiples of five, while the evenly spaced selection accesses
different cycles. Since evenly spaced is so suitable for this data set,
its different choices occasionally are better.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The contribution of this work is in establishing a benchmarking
system for evaluating in situ triggers. We feel it provides an important complement to the only current method of evaluating triggers,
which is incorporating domain scientist feedback. In particular,
this benchmarking can provide evidence as to whether one trigger
scheme is better than another, which we feel fills a gap for our
community. Finally, we feel the (non-trigger) results that focus on
reconstruction error also inform important questions about necessary temporal resolution, and add to the value of our benchmarking
system.
There are many areas of improvement for our system. Our
choices in how to reconstruct the field, how to evaluate error, the
data set we choose to evaluate, and how we analyze results can
all be revisited and improved. In particular, many time-varying
data sets have phenomena that sweep through a volume, making
linear interpolation between time slices like a poor choice. Further, our current implementation assumes that all time slices can fit
into memory, which could create prohibitive memory requirements
for larger data sets. Therefore, our system could benefit from a
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A

ARTIFACTS DESCRIPTION

We divide our description into two parts:
• How to reproduce our results (Section A.1)
• How to extend our system (Section A.2)

A.1

Reproducing Our Results

The following files are needed to reproduce the Cloverleaf portion
of our experiments:
• Cloverleaf data: http://cdux.cs.uoregon.edu/cloverleaf.tar
• Python scripts: http://cdux.cs.uoregon.edu/trigger_benchmark.
tar
One of the Python scripts in trigger_benchmark.tar is
get_best_errors.py. It calculates the optimal time slices with
respect to reconstruction error. Depending on which data set is
used, lines 16 and 18 should be adjusted.
Changing the error function is accomplished by changing the
variables after the if __name__ == __main__: statement. The set
of time slices that the optimal approaches considers can be changed
in the same location. (For example, we only consider time slices
multiples of 10 for the Nyx data, but obviously, we can change this
to consider multiples of 5 instead.) As it stands, this script will output the least error selection of time slices and the respective costs
to a CSV file. The script get_entropy_trigger_time_slices.py
can be used to retrieve results of entropy-based triggers. Ascent’s
“replay” feature outputs a ascent_sessions.yaml containing entropy values at each time slice. We use this output when invoking
the script, in order to return the results for entropy-based triggers.
This script takes in one command line argument: the threshold
value to use. As output, it prints the time slice selection based on
that threshold.
A note on the readability of code: when the code was first written,
we considered the problem from the perspective of graphs. As a
result, many variables are named in the language of graphs.

A.2

Extending Our System

Given our goal of establishing a benchmark system, we believe
it is important that the system be extensible in four ways: data
set, trigger type, interpolation scheme, and error evaluation. In its
current form, our benchmarking system makes it fairly easy to
evaluate new data sets and error evaluation schemes. In particular,
we considered two data sets and three error evaluation schemes
(L1-norm, L2-norm, and sum of squared errors). Evaluating new
interpolation schemes is a bigger effort, and we envision extending
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our system to abstract out the interpolation scheme in the future.
Finally, triggers were arranged manually, i.e., selecting the time
slices where a trigger would fire and adding that to the error evaluation. We would like for the triggers to be included automatically
(i.e., no human intervention needed), and hope to add this soon.
How to change data sets:
Currently the parse_hdf5 function takes care of handling the data,
storing the data in a dictionary where the keys are the time slices
and the value is the data at the given time slice. In the future, we
plan to adapt this function to accommodate different data sets to
enable support for more data sets.
How to change error evaluation scheme:
Currently, evaluation schemes are saved as a function. This function is passed to the make_adjacency_matrix function. Changing
or adding evaluation schemes requires adding the new scheme as a
function and passing this function to the make_adjacency_matrix
function.
How to incorporate decisions from a trigger:
Entropy-based trigger decisions are found using Ascent’s replay
feature to retrieve the entropy value and by then parsing the
ascent_sessions.yaml as described before. We hope to include
this feature in our system by automating this process in the future.

